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Picture Books - New
Seeing Double
by SoongHyun Kim

One day a snake slithered by and he starts teasing his 
friends. Hahaha! I am seeing double! The friends are 
puzzled as they look at the objects they have put down 
beside them. They can’t find anything that looks alike! 
Everyone agrees it doesn’t make sense, but the snake 
keeps teasing them and saying he sees double! What 
in the world does he mean by seeing double? The 
similarities between nature and objects are shown in 

this fun and interesting story that is the debut work of author Soong Hyun Kim.

219x260mm | 44p | Age 6+ | New 2019

Caw, Caw!
by Seongeun Kim

One afternoon, a greedy spider stole a puppy’s donut. The 
puppy told the spider way up in the tree to give it back, but 
the spider was thinking about eating it. To get the donut 
back, the puppy uses a broom to wreck the spider’s web, 
and a trampoline to jump up high. The crow beside them 
seems like it has something to say. What in the world does 
it want to say? And, can the puppy get its donut back? 
This is a picture book called “Caw, Caw!“ which deals with 
the delightful disturbance of a dog, a spider and a crow all 
because of a donut!

210 × 278mm | 48p | Age 6+ | New 2019

Everybody wants a donut. Who will finally take the donut?

An acorn has lost his pants! Squirrel has lots of yarn!

Today is Daddy’s day off. What will he be doing at home?

Cotton candy candy Shoong
by Sunjung Ha

A challenge to find the cotton candy thief! Hedgehog 
practices magic and makes the biggest ball of cotton 
candy in the world. As soon as hedgehog is about 
to take a picture of it, the cotton candy disappears. 
Hedgehog angrily sets out to find out who stole the 
cotton candy and questions his friends one by one. 
Each of the friends makes excuses and claims they did 
not steal the cotton candy while giving hedgehog hints 
of who the guilty party is. Hedgehog puts together the 
pieces of who stole the cotton candy bit by bit… Will 

hedgehog really be able to find the thief?

204x273mm | 52p | Age 6+ | New 2019

Who has eaten my cotton candy?

I am seeing double. You don’t see it? Let me show you!

Rainbow Soup
by Sookyoung Kim

It was a peaceful morning. A rabbit and a bear were making 
breakfast. All of a sudden they heard a loud thud. A rainbow 
was struck by lighting and crashed into bluebird’s house. The 
rabbit and the bluebird put the rainbow back into the sky for 
bear. But, the rainbow fell down to the ground again. This time, 
some new friends came and they all worked together to put 
the rainbow back into the sky.  Again, the rainbow fell down! 
Can the rabbit and his friends put the rainbow back up into 
the sky?

273x277mm | 52p | Age 6+ | New 2019

The rainbow has fallen! How can we return it to the sky?

Hiccup
by Go-eun Kim

Mom and Dad are busy. I ask them to play with me, but all 
they say is “Be quiet!” That’s when the hiccups started. No 
matter how hard I try, they won’t stop. In the end, I had to 
see the doctor. How can I stop my hiccups? Kim Go-eun’s 
Hiccup comically depicts a child’s sincere desire to receive 
attention and be loved by his parents.

219x260mm | 44p | Age 6+ 

I can’t stop my hiccup. You know why?
Oh! My Dear Moon 
by Jie young Kim

A round moon is shining in the pitch-black night sky. 
The Little Prince brings the baby stars to mother 
moon. Mother moon feeds the hungry baby stars. 
Gulp, gulp! Gradually, mother moon grows dim. 
Will she get her light back? Oh! My Dear Moon 
illustrates the heartwarming story of a family of 
shiny stars, the moon, and the sun. 

210x207mm | 56p | Age 6+ 

OMG! The mother moon is disappearing!

Dancing with Santa
by Yeonjoo Lee

One Christmas Eve when everyone was 
sleeping, Santa visited a child to deliver gifts. 
He chanted a magical spell and danced. Merry-
merry boom-boom-boom, happy-happy fa-
la-la... Just when Santa was about to give the 
child a gift, she disappeared. Where did she go? 
What did Santa give the little girl? Dancing with 

Santa is about a special and memorable Christmas between Santa and a child.

244x186mm | 56p | Age 6+ | Sold to Taiwan

A little girl steals the magical spell and dance from Santa!

Snortle
by Moonk

One evening, mommy, daddy and baby were fast asleep. 
Then, daddy started snoring. Snortle, chortle, snuffle… 
The baby was going to wake up. Mommy wants to stop 
daddy from snoring, so she moves his pillow, then she 
rubs his belly, and finally she moves his body over to 
the side. But daddy doesn’t stop snoring. Can mommy, 
daddy and baby get a good night’s sleep?

210x207mm | 56p | Age 6+ | New 2019

Daddy snores a lot! Mommy has to do something to stop him.

Happy Backpack 
by Jeong-min Kim

A boy is going home after school. For some 
reason, his backpack feels heavy today. It's so 
heavy he can’t carry it. he boy tries to get rid of 
his bag using a gigantic balloon, but the ballon 
pops. Then the boy throws his bag in the trash, 
but the backpack won’t stop following him 
around! How will he get away? Happy Backpack 

lightens the hearts of children that are heavily weighed down by a grade-driven 
education culture.

245x182m | 64p | Age 6+ | 2018 KBBY Silent book

Waktoo
by Mi-sung Lee

Waktoo is a hunter with a special talent. He can spit 
pawpaw seeds like nobody’s business. One day, a 
neighboring tribe invaded Waktoo’s village, but his 
special skill brought his people victory. The people 
celebrated, and Waktoo was thrilled, but his delight 
was short-lived. The people were busy rebuilding their 
village, and Waktoo was quickly forgotten. Frustrated, 

Waktoo began using his talent to annoy the people. Will Waktoo and the tribe find 
peace?

270x225mm | 64p | Age 8+ 

Waktoo can spit pawpaw seeds like nobody’s business.
My school backpack is way too heavy. 
Shall I dump it somewhere?

Acorn's underpants 

Daddy’s Day Off

by Takahashi Nozomi

One fall day, Squirrel took red, blue and yellow yarn home. All of a sudden, she heard someone 
crying. Acorn lost her underwear and was crying. Squirrel started making acorn underpants out 
of yarn made of fur. Squirrel started making acorn underpants out of yarn made of fur. After 
Acorn left,  Squirrel was going to make her own clothes very beautifully. She was really looking 
forward to her new sweater. Just then, there was a knock at the door. Who could be coming to 
look for Squirrel? 

174 × 249mm | 40p | Age 6+ | New 2019

by Yada Cha

Today is Daddy’s day off. The child is at school but only thinks of his Daddy. He keeps 
worrying whether his daddy is drinking rotten milk, if he isn’t bored because he’s alone, 
or if Daddy goes into the boy’s room without asking. After school the boy rushes home. 
Suddenly the boy starts to wonder. Surely Daddy thinks of me, too? The boy wants to 
play with this Daddy, and Daddy wants to spend lots of time with his son. <Daddy’s Day 
Off> is a picture book that leaves us with a pleasant image of family warmth and love 
through a story of a child at school and a Daddy at home.

241 × 269mm | 40p | Age 6+ | New 2019



The Elephant 
that Dad Drew,
The Elephant 
that Coco Drew
by Miju Yang 

Dad is drawing a picture. A child 
asks, “Dad, what’s that?” “It’s an 
elephant.” But no matter how 
closely you look, the drawing 
doesn’t look anything like an 

elephant. The drawing is completed as the child and Dad go back and forth about 
the picture. Wow! It really is an elephant after all. The child sings and draws its own 
elephant. What kind of elephant is it going to be? This is the first book in the Baby 
Elephant Coco series.

The Elephant that Dad Drew : 127x180mm | 32p | Age 3+ 
The Elephant that Coco Drew : 127x180mm | 36p | Age 3+ 

Stripe Hair Salon
by Yugyeong Hong 

Little Lioness has a serious problem. Her hair is super 
frizzy. She has no choice but to see a professional at 
Stripe Hair Salon. Designer Zebra shows his petite client 
many hairstyles to choose from. But none of them 
will do. What kind of hairstyle will Little Lioness get 
in the end? This book spurs children to take pride in 
themselves and grow up confident. 

210x260mm | 44p | Age 6+ 

Sniff, Sniff
by Heejung Jung

A hungry seagull is searching for fish. Sniff, sniff! He 
follows the scent and asks everyone he meets, “Have you 
seen any fish?” The smell of fish is strong, but they are 
nowhere to be seen. But then, while the seagull is asleep, 
something wondrous happens. Where are the fish hiding? 
Will the seagull find them? This illustrated book depicts the 
wondrous and beautiful cycle of nature.

217x296mm | 48p | Age 6+

Look! Look!
by Mihwa Sun

“Look! Look!” Little kitten Bogo is riding a skateboard, 
but he’s getting on Grandpa’s nerves. Unable to read his 
newspapers, Grandpa yells and surprises Bogo, causing him 
to crash into a tree and lose his glasses. Bogo can barely 
see without his glasses. Will he be able to find them again? 
What will happen to Grandpa and Bogo? 

235x260mm | 56p | Age 6+

Where is Your House?
by Seongeun Kim

A hungry crocodile decided to bake a carrot cake for 
dinner. All of a sudden, a small bird fell onto his snout. 
The bird said she was lost. The crocodile decided to find 
the bird’s nest. Will the bird safely find her way back 
home? The precarious tale of a hungry crocodile and 
a small, lost bird creates humorous tension, while the 
unexpected ending brings surprise and warmth. 

180x240mm | 40p | Age 6+ | Sold to Vietnam

Straw Berry Berry Pop Pop
by Sunjung Ha 

Today is Dochi’s birthday. Many friends have come to wish 
him a happy birthday. But just when they were about to take 
a group phot, somebody ate the entire strawberry cake. Who 
could have done such a thing? Using a magic trick, Dochi is 
going to find out who did that. Funny and happy story and 
illustrations which will make every child laugh.

181x273mm | 48p | Age 6+ | Sold to Taiwan

Teddy, Are You Alright?
by Jungmin Kim

Teddy loves reading. He reads even when he’s 
walking. One day, Bunny sees him crying. “Teddy, 
are you alright?” Bunny asks, but Teddy does not 
answer. More and more friends show up, and they 
take Teddy to the hospital. Will Teddy be alright?

240x315mm | 40p | Age 5+ | Sold to Vietnam

Lucy on the Roof

by Jiyeon Kim

There was a rooftop with a wonderful view. One 
day Cat Lucy took the rooftop and enjoyed the 
view. Other cats wanted to join but Lucy insisted 
it ’s her place. While other cats were playing 
together, having lunch together, Rucy had to stay 
by herself because she did not want to lose the 

rooftop. The next morning, everybody was wondering who is going to take the rooftop 
but then Lucy come up with an idea. 

301x222mm | 40 pages | Age 6+ | Sold to Taiwan

Wonder Mouth 2
by Seunghye Cho

Wonder Mouth 2 is here. It’s all the amazing story 
about Dong-dong, who doesn’t live up to his words, 
and his wonder mouth, which turns words into action. 
As soon as Dong-dong says, “I am free!” his mouth 
made its escape. Will Dong-dong be able to catch his 
mouth again? This is an amusing picture book that 
reminds us of the importance of being prudent with 
our words.

188x240mm | 44p | Age 6+ | Sold to Vietnam, Indonesia

Wonder Mouth
by Seunghye Cho

Dong-dong always says something, but never actually does 
it. One day, his mouth leaves him and starts acting on its 
own. His mouth gets up before him, eats breakfast before 
him, and even goes to school before him. What is going on? 
His mouth finally goes to Barcelona to play soccer. How will 
Dong-dong get his mouth back?

188x240mm | 44p | Age 6+ | Sold to Taiwan, Vietnam, Indonesia

Pig Wish
by Sungmi Kim 

My life is so miserable! I have to do so many things I do 
not enjoy. That's why I want to be a pig. If I am a pig, 
I don't have to go to school, and I can play all I want! 
How great is that? And one day I really become a pig. 
Will my life change as I wanted? Pig Wish is for all the 
children who just want to play. Pig Wish reflects on 
what it means to play freely.

200x250mm | 44p | Age 6+ | Sold to Vietnam 

Red Kangaroo 
by Eric Battut

One day, a baby kangaroo was born with red fur, so 
his name was Red. Red hopped around exploring the 
world, but it was filled with scary things. “Don't be 
afraid,” Red’s mother told him. “You should be brave.” 
Red hopped further day by day, but each time he 
became frightened and returned to his mother. One 
day, Red wondered where the rainbow came from and 
started his journey to find out the end of the rainbow. 

And a wonderful surprise was waiting for him. The curious kangaroo in the story 
shares courage and hope with children who are exploring the world for themselves.

210x295mm | 32p | Age 6+ | Sold to Germany

Life is an Egg
Story by  Rury Lee
Illustrations by  Myungnam Na

Bear loves thinking. Sometimes he thinks all night long about 
something random like life & eggs. Life is a boiled egg. A 
boiled egg is hot, so you need to be careful when you peel 
it. It’s more delicious with salt. Bear’s train of thought goes 
on and on. How far will his thoughts reach? Follow along 
with Bear and delight in the activity of thought to reflect on 
the meaning of life. Life is an Egg humorously depicts the 

philosophy of life.

190x235mm | 44p | Age 6+ 

Poof
Story by  Rury Lee
Illustrations by  Eunsil Song

Once upon a time, there was a little sculptor and he found 
out that he turned into whatever he wished. He became 
a prince, a flower, and so on. Each time the little sculptor 
wanted to be something, his wish came true. The little 
sculptor became something better each time, but what 
does the little sculptor really want to be? Through the story 
of the little sculptor whose dreams come true, Poof! invites 
you to reflect on what you truly want to be.

184x164mm | 44p | Ages 6 and up | New 2018

A Red Bag
by Melly 

One morning, Froggy gave an old hungry lady his 
lunchbox. Grateful for Froggy’s kindness, the old lady 
gave him a red bag as a gift. At school, Rabbit started 
crying because she forgot to bring her book. Froggy 
dropped his math book into the red bag and something 
surprising happened. What wonderous secrets are 
hidden in the red bag? 

210x260mm | 44p | Age 6+  

Panda’s Glue Stick
by Bonniebee

Panda just wants to play. He likes playing with books 
and musical instruments. But he can’t do whatever he 
wants because his mom scolds him. One day, he came 
up with a great idea—shut her mouth with a glue stick! 
Mom couldn’t nag him anymore, instead she’s floating 
away like a balloon. Will Panda be able to save her? 
This picture book humorously depicts childish fantasies 
through the story of a panda who just wants to play 

without his mother nagging him. 

108x224mm | 48p | Age 6+

Also Available

Acorn Hat
by Sieun Boelle Lim 

One day, a strong wind blows Nutty’s hat away. Lady and Hopper 
join in to help Nutty get his hat back. But the hat gets stuck in 
a tree and won’t budge. They call their friends for help. Bugsy, 
Scales, Cheeks, and Tiny all come to the rescue. Will they be 
able to help Nutty? This is a lovely, heartwarming story about a 
little acorn who gets his hat back with help from his friends and 
his own wit.

180x300mm | 48p | Age 6+ | Sold to Hong Kong

This is My Family
by Yukyoung Roh

There are four people in my family: Dad, Mom, my 
brother Eungu, and me. My family is super busy 
every morning. Oh, look, it's raining all of a sudden. I 
have no choice but to bring my brother an umbrella. 
My family can't do anything without me! This is My 
Family is a picture book that shows what family is 
like from a puppy's perspective. It depicts the daily 
life of the pet who is part of the family framework. 
This book reminds us that we are all part of a family.

232x280mm | 48p | Age 6+

Where’s My Nose
by Yunhee Joo 

One day, Naeko the elephant lost his nose, so his friend 
Aiko the sparrow comes to the rescue. Together they 
look for Naeko’s nose, but instead find a snake’s tail and 
anteater’s snout. Naeko and Aiko are causing quite a 
stir. Will they be able to find the nose? As young readers 
flip through the pages in search of Naeko’s nose, they 
will find numerous pleasant surprises in this fun hidden 
picture book. Young readers will enjoy both finding the 
hidden animals and following the entertaining story.

215x305mm | 48p | Age 6+ 

Yoo-hoo
by Yusof Gajah

An elephant calls out to his friends in a lush forest. “Yoo-hoo, 
yoo-hoo!” He can hear his friends, but he can’t see them. 
Eager to play, the elephant continues calling his friends. 
“Where are you?” “Here! Over here!” But he still can't find 
them. Where are his friends hiding. This is a new picture 
book by elephant lover Yusof Gajah. Indulge in the delight of 
finding the elephant’s in a forest delicately embroidered by 
the tip of the author's pen.

198x270mm | 36p | Age 6+  



05. Belated Carnation Corsage

01. Sneaky Goblins

03. To the Earthlings

04. Bokgil vs. Hojun

05. Missing My Old Friend

02. Sleeping Witch

Story by Soonwon Lee
Illustrations by  Yeonjoo Lee

Mrs. Rabbit comes to the market wearing a red carnation 
corsage two days after Mother's day. Everyone says 
that Mother's day is over, so she should not wear the 
carnation. But Mrs. Rabbit does not care because it is a 
special gift from his son who is in the army. 

238x280mm | 40p | Age 6+ 

by Gaeul Lee

This story about goblins is narrated by expert teller of tales, 
Lee Gaeul. Even though the goblins want to be friends 
with people, they must not be seen or own anything. They 
creep around the village to pull pranks and offer help. The 
highest compliment that they want to hear is the people 
saying, “This is goblin mischief.” 

128x185mm | 104p | Age 7+ 

by Rury Lee

Rury Lee is the internationally celebrated writer of the 
Polar Bear Coda series. His first storybook To the Earthlings 
blossoms with six illustrated stories. The stories include 
“To the Earthlings”—an ode to an older brother who 
passed away during Lee’s childhood—“A Hardboiled Egg,” 
“Mom Will Always Be With You,” “What Are You Doing In 
My House?” “The Dream of a Little Stone Mason,” and 
“Sam, The Boy Who Was Always Late”—a parody of John 
Burningham’s work. Lee’s stories bring laughter and tears 

to us all. 

148x195mm | 108p | Age 7+ 

by Jeong Eunjoo

This is a storybook by the promising new writer, 
Jeong Eunjoo. Bokgil vs. Hojun narrates two stories 
about childhood concerns and conflicts. “Bokgil vs. 
Hojun” is a humorous and heartwarming story about 
a child who is being bullied because of his name. “The 
Rooftop Legend” is about a conflict that is brewing 
over who will be the top dog in the neighborhood.

148x195mm | 108p | Age 7+ 
by Woogeun Choi 

Through a collection of plays “The Inventor Next Door”, and 
the novel, “Hello, Mr. Davidoff”, is the return of Choi Woo-
Geun to storybooks. Choi Woo-Geun captivates his readers 
with fresh humor and quirky stories, and recounts memories 
of her childhood at the age of nine. The author tells the 
story of an especially witty and funny child, ByeongHo. “Oh, 
ByeongHo!” is the kind of story that reminds young readers 
of the relationships they have with their current friends, 
and for adult readers brings them back to memories of their 

youth. “Oh, ByeongHo!” is a storybook that can be shared and enjoyed through both 
laughter and tears all around the world.

127x185mm | 216p | Age 7+ 

by Misol Ko

Sleeping Witch is a children’s book collection 
comprised of two stories: one about a witch who 
sleeps for a century, and another about mystical 
events in a seaside vi l lage. “Sleeping Witch” 
invokes innocent laughter and prompts endless 
questions from children. The story borrows from the 
fairytale, Sleeping Beauty. Though witches are often 
characterized as evil and ill-wishing, the young witch in 
Sleeping Witch is quite different. Who would imagine 

that she could choose to sleep for 100 years just because she loves sleeping? Writer 
Go Misol’s character is both intriguing and familiar. The second story, “Takurakaraka” 
is a story inspired by Go’s time with pacific islanders while filming a documentary. 
One day, a child, who could only say “takurakaraka” appeared in the seaside village. 
Sometime later, the sun fell into the ocean. How will Takurakaraka and the villagers 
resolve this issue?

148x195mm | 108p | Age 7+ 
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Soonwon Lee's Picture Book Series

Dad Is an Alien

Who Is It? 

Angela the Angel

I Want to Be a Butterfly

01. A Misty Morning Walk 
with Mother 02. Jays and Oak Trees

One Snowy Day

by Kanghan Nam

There once was a boy who felt alien around other people. 
He was always on the lookout for an alien friend. He lived a 
lonely life and became an adult. He got married and finally 
made a true friend. Someone just like him. Who was it? His 
first child! This humorous book illustrates the fatherly joy of 
having a child.

210x250mm | 48p | Age 6+

by Emanuele Bertossi 

The author gives life to abandoned metal scraps and turns 
them into fabulous fairytale characters, which in turn narrate 
a terrific story. Now the scraps are speaking to children. This 
book demonstrates how children’s minds are a boundless 
world of imagination, how stories boost creativity, and how 
children can grow up to become artists. This book shows that 
curiosity, playing, inventing, and art are all woven together in 
harmony. Most of all, Who Is It? highlights the virtue in the 

pure, unlimited hearts of children. 

240x315mm | 40p | Age 5+

Story by  Rury Lee
Illustrations by  Eunsil Song

Angela is a kind hunchback. She used to go shopping 
in the marketplace and strolling in the park with her 
mother, but after her mother passed away, Angela was 
sent to live with her aunt. But her aunt dislikes Angela 
because she is hunchbacked. Find out what happens to 
Angela in this adaptation of a European fairytale that 

shows how we all have handicaps, visible and invisible, and that we all are winged 
angels. 

240x315mm |40p | Age 5+

by Emanuele Bertossi 

Daisy thinks butterflies are the most beautiful 
creatures in the world and wants to be one. One 
night, her wish comes true in a dream. Daisy flies 
around and visits her friends, bragging about her 
mesmerizing, delicate wings. But are butterflies the 
only beautiful creatures in the world? The sun, the 
moon, snails, ants, bees, and owls are all lovingly 

depicted. This book reflects on different virtues found in nature.

210x210mm | 32p | Age 5+

Story by Soonwon Lee
Illustrations by Eunsil Song

A little boy doesn’t want to go to school. Every day he has 
a new excuse for staying home. Sometimes it’s because it’s 
raining; sometimes because he didn’t finish his homework; 
and sometimes because his stomach hurts. He gives 
countless reasons and refuses to go to school. One day, his 
mother walks him to school. Find out what happens along 

the way. A Misty Morning Walk with Mother beautifully depicts novelist Lee Soonwon’s 
childhood memories, with heartwarming illustrations by Song Eunsil.

240x315mm | 40p | Age 6+ | Sold to Taiwan, Vietnam, Thailand

Story by Soonwon Lee
Illustrations by Seungeun Kang

Jays love acorns. Unlike other birds, they hoard their 
food in secret places. Oftentimes, they forget where 
they have hidden their treasured acorns. Over time, 
the forgotten acorns sprout and grow into a lush oak 
forest. This book depicts the natural process of jays 
planting trees. There is also an amusing sub-story to 
be found in the illustrations.

238x280mm | 36p | Age 4+ 

by Emanuele Bertossi

One snowy day, a fox and woodpecker knock at cow and 
donkey’s door looking for shelter from the cold. At night, 
a pregnant woman and her husband, who have been 
turned down by the villagers, come looking for shelter 
and stay with the animals who warmly welcome them. 
Later at night a baby is born. This inspiring story about 
nature and people is beautifully illustrated. 

279x280mm | 40p | Age 5+ | Sold to USA

03. When Mom is Napping 04. The Christmas Gift 
Story by Soonwon Lee
Illustrations by  Jina Moon

When Mom is Napping is the third volume in Soonwon 
Lee’s Children’s Book Series, and the second work by Jina 
Moon, the celebrated illustrator of Looking for the Land 
of Silence. Just when mom starts to take a nap, it seems 
like everyone wants to talk to her. Suddenly, everyone in 
the family has something to ask her! Will mom be able to 
take a peaceful nap?

238x280mm | 40p | Age 6+ | Sold to HongKong

Story by Soonwon Lee
Illustrations by Jimin Kim

Eunji’s father is a security guard in a big office 
building. He has to work on Christmas Eve. He wanted 
to give Eunji a special gift. Will Santa Clause give Eunji 
and her father a special gift this year? Finding Santa 
Clause and the deer in each page is another laughing 
point.

238x280mm | 48p | Age 6+ | Sold to Vietnam



BoodGoodCome Bestselling Titles

A Monster Is Coming!

Black Noses
Story by Rury Lee
Illustrations by Emanuele Bertossi

Coda the polar bear lives with his mother in a land of white. 
In the snow-covered wilderness, Boba the hunter searches 
for the polar bears’ black noses until he spots a pair and 
aims his gun at them. But somehow, the two black noses 
disappear! Discover what happened to those two noses. 
This magical children’s story illustrates the love the polar 
bears share. 

238×280mm | 42p | Age 3+ | Sold to China, Taiwan, Vietnam, Spain, France, Thailand, UAE, 
Indonesia, Italy

The Warm Breath
Story by Rury Lee
Illustrations by Emanuele Bertossi

The second book in the series, Warm Breath continues 
the heartwarming story of Coda the polar bear. Mother 
polar bears keep their cubs warm with their breath. 
Coda loves his mother’s warm breath. This time, Boba 
the hunter runs into Coda and his mother in a blizzard. 
What will happen to the polar bears and Boba? This 
book reminds us that all love begins with our mothers. 

238×280mm | 40p | Age 3+ | Sold to China, Thailand, Vietnam, UAE, Indonesia

by Sunghee Shin

A strange animal is on its way to the peaceful forest 
village! The first one to see the mysterious newcomer 
is Mouse, who informs Hedgehog that a strange animal 
with a long neck and round back is coming through the 
woods. Hedgehog imagines a hedgehog with a long 
neck and round back. He delivers this message to his 
friend, who in turn tells his friend, each one adding his 
own interpretation. Lion, who is last to hear the news, 

cries in alarm, “A monster! A monster is coming!” What is the mysterious animal in 
the woods? This adorable book humorously depicts misconception and rumor.

225x270mm | 40p | Age 3+ | Sold to China, Vietnam, Japan, Taiwan, Turkey, France

Tori’s Red Hair
Story by Jeong-taek Chae
Illustrations by 
Young-cheol Yoon

Tori is a lovely girl with frizzy red hair, but her friends 
are always making fun of it. One day, Tori wakes up and 
discovers that her hair has grown out of control and 
changes shape of its own accord! During geography 
class, her hair turns into England, and in science class, 
it turns into Saturn. What will become of Tori and her 

crazy hair? This is an amusing tale by two fathers who want children to grow up happy 
and confident! 

214x214mm | 40p | Age 3+ | Sold to  Indonesia, China, Turkey, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Thailand, 
Vietnam, Italy

My Fuzzy Friend
by Nozomi Takahashi

A little girl wears her favorite yellow sweater every day 
because it is her fuzzy best friend! She thinks of it as a 
fluffy sheep, and plays with it all the time. One day, when 
she returns from doing her chores, she discovers that her 
fuzzy sweater friend is gone! She looks everywhere for him. 
Will she find her lost fuzzy sweater sheep? This adorable 
illustrated book talks about attachment and growth. 

160x230mm | 40p | Age 3+ 
Sold to Hongkong, China, Taiwan, Vietnam

Looking for the Land of Silence
by Jina Moon

Looking for the Land of Silence is about loss and happiness. 
Juni and Yuni write a letter to their deceased father and 
deliver it by folding the message into a paper airplane and 
sending it flying. Then something magical happens: the 
paper airplane enters a painting on the wall. Juni and Yuni 
follow the airplane into the painting. What awaits them on 
this magical journey? This serene illustrated book reminds 
us that the most important thing is to live in the present 
and express our love to the ones we care for most.

205x266mm | 44p | Age 7+ | Sold to France, Taiwan, UAE, Vietnam

Imagine Colors!
by Dtory

The world is filled with countless colors. Color isn’t 
just something that you see with your eyes—it can 
be felt with all your senses. Close your eyes and 
feel the colors filling the world. Imagine Colors is 
a beautiful rendering of the sounds, textures, and 
smells that compose all the colors of the world. 
Imagine Colors won the 2017 Creative Illustrated 

Books Challenge co-administered by NAVER Grafolio and Wow Book Culture and Art 
Center.

262x185mm | 52p | Age 6+ | New 2018 | Sold to France

Riding the Bus by Myself
by Kanghan Nam

Today, little piggy is riding the bus by himself for the 
first time. He gets on feeling excited. He puts down 
his bag and box of chocolate to pay the fare. When 
he returns to his seat, scary Mr. Wolf is eating his 
chocolate. What will happen to the poor little piggy? 
Will he be able to ride the bus by himself?

227x260mm | 04 pages | Age 6+ 
 Sold to Taiwan, China

Cracks
by Seou Lee 

One day, an emperor penguin chick was left all alone 
on a drifting iceberg. It travels to various places 
like Brazil, Australia, Greece etc. on the floating 
iceberg. What will become of the penguin out in 
the middle of the vast ocean? Will he be able to 
see his family again? Cracks is a textless picture 

book that illuminates the value of life and the environment through the adventure 
of a penguin chick. Cracks won the 2017 Creative Illustrated Books Challenge co-
administered by NAVER Grafolio and Wow Book Culture and Art Center.

250x209mm | 40p | Age 6+ | 2018 KBBY Silent book | Sold to USA

Sam The Teacher 
Who Is Always Late
Story by  Rury Lee
Illustrations by  João Vaz de Carvalho 

Sam is a teacher. And he is always late. Why? Every 
morning on the way to school, something weird 
happens to him. Once an alligator popped and 
snatched Sam’s briefcase another day, he had to 
spend time rubbing a lion’s belly. But his students 

do not believe him at all. This book is dedicated to John Burningham, whose picture 
book led Rury Lee to the picture book author. Funny illustrations by Carvalho also 
adds the joy of this book.

225x215mm | 44p | Age 6+ | Sold to Italy


